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IMPORTANT PRODUCT TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETIN 
 

PRODUCT TYPE SERIES COVERED BY THIS BULLETIN 

Louroe Electronics: Louroe Mic-level microphones (A-ML, B-ML, C-ML, D/DV-ML, E-ML) 

Hanwha Techwin: All camera models 

   

BACKGROUND  
The result of a recent product integration review, Louroe Electronics Inc. (“LE”) has discovered 

that the LE line of Mic-level microphones has exhibited susceptibility to excessive noise and 

poor audio quality when connected to newer (circa 2018) Hanwha Techwin Wisenet IP 

cameras.  

 

EVALUATION 

As part of LE’s continued commitment to ensuring optimal performance of our microphones; LE 

frequently evaluates the key characteristics of our range of microphones integrated with a 

variety of receiving digital and analog devices. The characteristics of the microphones such as 

frequency response, sensitivity etc. are independently measured and baselined and then 

compared against the audio output of the receiving device under evaluation to determine the “in-

system” performance of the microphone/s. Characteristics such as audio clarity/quality, gain, 

noise (inherent and ambient) etc. are measured, recorded, and compared across a wide array 

of devices and manufacturers. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

LE has offered sharing our findings with the Engineering leadership of Hanwha Techwin to 

remedy the excessive noise and poor audio quality that is emanating from the camera series 

discussed. We anticipate that Hanwha Techwin will be addressing this Engineering notice in a 

future hardware/firmware update to their respective cameras.  

 

In the interim LE advises customers using OR planning to use newer Hanwha Techwin cameras 

paired with a LE Mic-level microphone to instead use the following listed equivalent LE Mic-

level microphone. 

A-ML  = WSP-AML-HNW 

B-ML  = WSP-BML-HNW  

C-ML  = WSP-CML-HNW  

D-ML = WSP-DML-HNW  

DV-ML = WSP-DVML-HNW  

E-ML = WSP-EML-HNW  

 

For further information please contact Louroe Technical Support at 1-800-927-6498 x222 

Louroe Electronics, inc. is a 40+year old technology company in the business of concepting, 

designing, developing, and commercializing world class microphones for the security industry 


